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“Our client, Pepsi, loved the Tabletop 
FASTCAR event! Thanks for 
everything!”

M.B. – MOHEGAN SUN
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In Tabletop FASTCAR, teams tinker and 

test their creations. They design and 

customize their FASTCARS for speed 

and sleekness to bring home the 

ultimate prize: FASTCAR Victory!

They are allowed to run their creations down the track one time 
before their racing challenges begin. When the cars are 
designed, built and customized for speed and sleekness, the 
excitement begins!

The Parade of Cars kicks of the start of the event and teams 
present their Team Flags, complete with an explanation of their 
symbolism and vision. (Always hilarious!) But the highlight of the 
day’s activities is the actual racing: heats which fold teams into 
three finals, so even losing cars can have a chance at glory!

When the race begins, suspense builds as cars fly down the 
track in a series of heats, Semi-Finals and Final Championships. 
All the action is narrated by our Track Announcer and inspired 
by exciting music. Once final victory is claimed, winners receive 
top honors in an Awards Ceremony.

WE MAKE FASTCAR FUN!

Bring your group and we’ll do the rest. TeamBonding 
orchestrates every detail and provides all supplies for each 
team. We set up a digital racetrack and provide an operator for 
it, along with a music and sound system. We conduct all 
pre-event challenge games and our lead facilitator and 
additional facilitators, as needed, ensure the event runs 
smoothly! To preserve the day’s unforgettable events, we can 
also capture the day’s memories on videotape or in digital 
photos, as an option.

Tabletop FASTCAR is an unforgettable, fast-paced team 
building event that energizes your group and builds teamwork 
through the sheer fun of friendly competition, and the need for 
speed!
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